INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the approximate solution of singularly perturbed, convection diffusion équations D Sf 8 w = -eAw+ u(x) . Vu + q (x) u = ƒ (x) , JC e H, e => 0 9 (1.1) (*) Received in January 1989. ( 1.2)
The boundary conditions chosen on F o and F + influence the size and nature of the boundary layers occurring in the problem. The method considered herein can be used for various kinds of boundary conditions but to be spécifie we take Dirichlet boundary conditions on the characteristic boundary and Neuman or Dirichlet boundary conditions on the outflow boundary, i.e., ïn addition, we shall assume that F is either a gênerai boundary curve of a regular domain, a convex polygon or very smooth (e.g., C
00
). Throughout the discussion we will assume that all the intégrais involved are evaluated exactly and the fimte element space is conforming.
The solution of (1.1), (1.2) , and (1.3) is characterized by the following weak formulation, ue H (CL) satisfles B z {u t v) = (f 9 w) 9 Va e H l (tl In the above formulation, S h is typically a flnite element space consisting of piecewise polynomial functions on a subdivision of Ö with maximum element size h.
Standard finite element methods are not appropriate when s <: 0(/z) for the following two reasons. A generic finite element method for (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) satisfies : for E » 0 there is an h o (s) such that for h =s h ö (e) the method is stable and the error u -U satisfies The second problem associated with the numerical solution of (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) for e <^ 0(h) is approximation theoretic. The solution to (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) is characterized by sharp boundary layers along F o and F + . It is observed that unless the mesh density around F o U F + is much greater than in the interior of il, the resulting piecewise polynomial ] approximation is highly oscillatory even in régions in which the true solution is smooth. The global estimâtes of the form : error = O(h k+X e" 7 ) for some positive 7 = y k are a generic feature of methods for (1.1), (1-2), (1.3) and any appropriate numerical method faces the problem of resolution of layers.
The method studied herein is a combination of defect correction with an artificial viscosity approximation. It computes a séquence {U J } a S h by the following équations : let e 0 = max {s, h },
If e <^ /*, then, in gênerai, U l is only a flrst order accurate approximation to u. At each correction step the residual is computed and a correction to the current approximation is calculated using the (flrst order) viscosity approximation with B ef) .
Defect correction methods of this type have been studied experimentally by e. g., Hemker [6] , [7] . He indicated that for problems with layers, the defect corrections produces an acceptable approximation in the interior of fi after a few correction steps, but eventually the numerical approximation approaches the Galerkin solution with its bad oscillatory behavior and vol. 24, n° 4, 1990 deteriorated accuracy. For the analysis he uses « local mode analysis » on a simple model problem.
In this paper we dérive local and global error estimâtes for (1.7) which agrée with the observed behavior of the error. We prove detailed global error estimâtes in section 4, for problems with layers, in R without any stability restrictions on h w. r. t. e. In these, we account for the dependence of C(e) upon the various possible types of layers which arise.
In the preliminary section 3 we consider the periodic problem in 1 -D with the aim of setting the stage for the later analysis and validating the results of « local-mode-analysis ». The convergence results of section 3 are clearly overly optimistic in a global sensé. However, in section 5 we study 2 -D problems and we show that, modulo a term of infinité order accuracy which is nonuniform in e, the convergence in subdomains sufficiently far from layers is analogous to the rates suggested by « localmode-analysis ». Indeed it is observed in fînite element implementations of (1.7) that the error in the method in such subdomains behaves like 0(h k + (e 0 -e) 7 ), where k ••= formai order of accuracy of the method. Further, it is observed that as j increases we must move to successive subdomains farther from the boundary layers (see [5] , [7] ) along F for the interior estimâtes above to hold. Under numerous assumptions upon O, v_ etc., we show (see Theorem 5.1) that for a subdomain Q,j 9 sufficiently far from the characteristic and outflow portions of F, the error in H x is of the observed form 0(h k + (e 0 -e y) uniformly in e ; up to a term of infinité order accuracy in h which is nonuniform in e, for every s > 0 :
II"" ^Xn;^ <?,(
We also give an L 2 (Ctj) error estimate which is suboptimal by 0(h 1/2 ), which is typical for these problems.
It is noteworthy that, to achieve this accuracy we must move further inside ft as we iterate further. This increase in the pollution as we iterate was noticed by Hemker [7] . See also Ervin and Layton [6 ; section 4], for an example in which this effect appears. Computationally attractive modifications of the basic algorithm have been suggested in e.g., Hemker [6] , [7] , Axelsson [2] , Ervin and Layton [4] , which seem to slow the spread of the région in which convergence cannot be demonstrated. We consider herein only the basic method, but we believe that several of the modifications can be analyzed by suitably adapting our techniques. The « streamline diffusion » method represents an entirely different approach to (1.1), (L2), (1.3) which has been analyzed in, e.g., Navert [12] , Johnson and Navert [8] , Johnson, Schatz and Wahlbin [10] and Johnson Navert and Pitkaranta [9] . See also Axelsson [1] for a combination of defect correction with this latter method. Note also that the convection in the adjoint problem is driven by a velocity field (-v(x) ) in the opposite direction to the original problem and w* will, in gênerai, have a strong boundary layer along F_ of width O(e). We can distinguish between some practical cases of various degrees of smoothness as e -> 0. As usual, C dénotes a generic constant, independent of u, e and h. LEMMA Proof : Note at first that u = 0 on F o implies u hl = 0 on F o . For notational simplicity, we consider now only the case n = 2 and we dénote x l = x, X2 = y. By direct calculations, (qu)v = q hl u + qu^ and
where we have L e (u) v = f v . Since by assumption u G H 2 (il) and / E G Z, 2 (n), the right hand side of the above équation is square integrable and Lemma 2.1 is applicable. Multiplying by u u and integrating and using partial intégration of some of the terms, such as Note namely that the boundary intégral on F o is zero because u L , = 0 and (in case (ii)) the boundary intégrais, such as n . Vwy M" <iF , r_ u r + vanish because of the generalized periodic boundary conditions. By the usual inequalities, by (2.4a) and by the differential équation, we then get 
Local regularity
Next we give a local regularity resuit from Navert [12] Here n } dénotes the outward unit normal to Ctj As we will be dealmg with interior estimâtes in section 5, it is useful to bnefly collect some of the basic properties of the cutoff functions i|/ 5 mtroduced in Johnson and Navert [8] , Navert [12] , which we will use In this work ( [8] , [12] ) the crucial rôle of subdomains which exclude upstream [8] (see also [9] and [10] ), appropriate cutoff functions are constructed for subdomains which exclude upstream cutoff. We recall, for later référence, their properties by quoting the following resuit : In this preliminary (introductory) section the problem in one space dimension will be considered. The aims of this section are threefold : to make the « local mode analysis », discussed in the introduction, rigorous, to introducé the basic ideas underlying the method in a simplified context, and to provide, as a point of comparison for later sections, an analysis of the basic method when the critica! effects of boundary conditions and directional bias do not influence the scheme. is considered subject to periodic boundary conditions
Assume that v and /? are constants such that v ^ 0, # > 0 is satisfied. f(x) is a 2 TT-periodic, smooth, known forcing term.
Regularity
In this section, periodic functions will be considered as functions from T (the unit circle) -• R. There is a natural identification between 2 ir-periodic functions : R ->• R and functions : T -• R and we shall pass from one to the other without comment. Thus, the method is optimal after k itérations {after which we stop). It is optimal (in this case of periodic boundary conditions) both with respect to the power of h occurring in the error estimate and with respect to the regularity required of the continuous itérâtes u J . The error \\u -U J \\ } is broken down into two components : || u -u J \\ } and || u J -U J \\ y The first is the error in the continuous defect correction itération (3.4). lts magnitude dépends in a critical way upon the regularity of the continuous problem (3.1), (3.2). As will be seen later, the magnitude of the discretization error || u J -U J \\ 1 also dépends upon the regularity of the adjoint problem. Here they are the same (Lemma 3.1), so optimal rates of convergence are obtained. First, \\u -u J \\ will be estimated. LEMMA 
: In addition to the assumptions oj Lemma 3.1, suppose feH s+J~ \T). Then where C is independent
of e, h and f. We note again that the assumption j e H k {T) implicitly mvolves the compatibihty conditions (clearly qui te restrictive if k > 1) on f that
GLOBAL ERROR ESTIMATES IN HIGHER SP ACE DIMENSIONS
In this section the global convergence of the algonthm (1 7) on the problem of interest (1 1), (1 2), (1 3) is considered Followmg the analysis of the previous section, the error in the method will be broken mto two components || u -U J \\ =s || u -u J \ + ||w 7 -U J \\, where {u J } is given by (3 4) The itération error \\ u -u J \\ is governed by the regulanty and possible boundary layers of the contmuous problem for Jïf 8 The discretization error || u J -U J || may, in addition, be governed by the regulanty properties of the adjoint problem for JS?* Further, the problem m higher space dimensions has the added feature that the reduced équation (e = 0 in (11)) has different properties along the charactenstics than across the charactenstics the équation is amsotropic Throughout this section the coefficients of (1 1) will be assumed to satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2 1 so that B e will be coercive m the norm
In addition q and v_ are assumed to satisfy the smoothness properties required by the vanous lemmas in Section 2, which are apphed in this section
Discretization Error
We assume that e <: h, ie, e 0 = h (In case e s= h, it follows from Appendix 1 that L 2 -error estimâtes of optimal, or almost optimal order, are denved without use of defect-correction ) Define, followmg be a bounded operator (in fact, slightly smoothing since e 0 => (s 0 -e)) so that u J and u would have qualitatively similar regularity properties.
Itération Error
Consider now the itération error ô 7 = u -u J . By définition of {u J } we have
where j = 2, 3, ..., and S 7 satisfies the same (homogeneous) boundary conditions as u. Since, in gênerai, r =2= 1, this theorem would indicate that the defect correction method does converge very slowly. Local estimâtes will be improved in section 5 by utilizing the fact that Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 describe the lack of regularity due to the boundary layers.
By a similar technique, we dérive the following regularity resuit for u J which will be useful in the next section. We remark that the estimâtes in the above theorem can be improved or shown to hold under somewhat relaxed assumptions in several special cases (e.g., Courant éléments). These extensions would utilize key modifications introduced for streamline diffusion methods in e.g., Johnson Schatz and Wahlbin [10] , and Johnson and Nâvert [8] .
The following result of Nâvert [12] will also be useful in the sequel. Letting U EQ dénote the solution to : L eQ U EQ = ƒ in ft, u eQ = g on dft, with E 0 5= h define £/ G S h by Foliowing the strategy of section 3, we décompose the error u -U j into (u -u j ) and w 7 -UK Thus, Theorem 5.1 is proven in two steps, the first of which is given by : Introducé the cutoff function i|/ y which is q 0 = a compensating of order (e 0 , 7, 5 1 ) in (flj, Cl"). Note that i|f0 y = 0 on F" so we obtain, foliowing, e.g., Nâvert [12] , Johnson, Nàvert, Pitkaranta [9] , ij + e o (ve, ( e y v^) + lieji^ 1±(|( .
3u
Hence, for 7 suffïciently large, we fïnd, as in [9] , [12] We now focus our attention on the last term in the R.H.S. of (5.18). Expanding :
where :
= (e" -e)(r, + T 2 ) (5.19)
Consider T x : We have performed an analysis of the global and local convergence properties of the defect correction method with artificial viscosity. On the basis of this, the method studied herein seems to have the following characteristics. When the true solution is smooth uniformly in e, the method convergences with optimal rates after a few itérations. When there are characteristic (parabolic) boundary layers the method converges slowly globally with no mesh refinement. When there are downstream layers the method will not converge globally, in gênerai, unless the mesh is reflned in the layer or an exponential weighting function is incorporated in the layer element. If the mesh is refmed suitably in the boundary layers, the convergence is as in the case when u is smooth uniformly. in e. A convergence is to be understood as h -> 0 for j fixed, and j ^ k.
In addition, the dominant error term in the method when sufficiently far from the layers is independent of s. However, as j increases, we must move farther into the interior of ft to obtain this nice rate of convergence. Computational experiments, reported in [6, 7, 4, 5] also show this effect clearly.
We have considered the most straightforward artificial viscosity + defect correction formulation. This is because the defect correction method (1.7) is easy to implement when a finite element package is available to solve convection diffusion équations for large e. If better results are desired the defect correction idea could be used with methods that are « tailored » for the problem, such as the streamline diffusion method studied by Nàvert [18] (see also Axelsson [1, 2] 
